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By Barry Adams 

lU.MA 
(hull # 14) . . If e is a single, live-aboard 
and has been reha
UHi.£ULtrtX, her since 1990, when he 
purchased the boat .. His story, in part, 
follows. 

minum one~ rewired her and ret)lru~ed 
I chose the 

the 105 amp alternator and rlU·e~·~fe~n 
regllliator .;)W'D" .... A.H. In the V
berth was remodeled from the 

to one that better suits 

had taken on the of pre
Columbian art, I first had to rebuild it. 
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This brings me to a point that I 
would like to make to those who are 

tant things to remember when setting 

patience, and still more planning! 

choices for rehabilitation 
are 

hulls with a wooden interior. The 

wooden interiors are alot easier to work 
with than molded interiors 
and can be altered and 

added or moved (although you 
ably should seek advice 
before doing so). 

for doing interior DrOlec1:s. However. 
the older boats have a lot ofthings that 
need attention, repair, or replacement. 
When I set out to install my refrigera-
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tion system (see TOG News, issue #66), 
I had to plan my work in such a manner 
so as to take into consideration all work 
that must be done now and in the future, 
because access to that of the boat 
would soon be reduced or al

the work. The ..LVU.VVV.Ul~ 
my work sequence. 

inches to accommodate my new de-

2. The ice for 

3. Before ice box reconstruction 
has to be 

icebox 
the recessed l1ghtllOg, AJl.llOI.UQ.tllVlll, 

celJlln~~ to:rtru,ca, and ash battens 
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an,f1OlUtn«':lnf! and on 
n>r.'lffiUM''''ff'OFfJ Please don 't/orgetto 

gel'-lO.flelll.ejrs, however small 01' 

Please contact TOG so that we can lIU"R'JllJHtfl7P 

ma'llIll11! list 0/ members 
so that we can 

and West Marine will 

We have heard verbal that there have been 
successful rendezvous this fall in Texas and the Ches3lpe,:lke 
areas, We believe that one was/will be held in the Pacific 

how others have tailored their boats for themselves. It is an 
extension of TOG News. 

", ... ",.-,in" .. or video 

"-<",,uUI:::', or marine weather 
your rendezvous program, BOATIU.S. may able to 
you. They have 350 speakers nationwide and a wide selection 
of videos. for should be 
made four weeks in advance and two weeks notice fora video 
is preferred. Call the BOATIU. S. 1-800-
678-6467 Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. 
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continued from page 69 

the hull.) Other parts ofthe galley, such as storage lockers and 
counter tops were built, temporarily installed to check for fit 
and then removed to be installed last. The stove bayvvas also 
rebuilt at this time and three drawers added between the stove 
and the refrigerator, which is located beside the engine. 

4. The location of the refrigeration system components 
had to be fixed and bed areas constructed. The engine drive 
system was located in the aft-most area of the quarter berth 
and the air cooled 110-AC system was to be placed on a shelf 
located in front ofthe propane locker. However, because the 
propane locker was in such bad it had to be re-built 
before the 110 compressor shelf could be built due to re
strictedlreducedaccess later. Moreover, because I was going 
to put something in front of the propane locker, it had to be 
builtto last. Because rot destroyed the original locker, the new 
locker had to be well drained. A whole new design was 
conceived and the locker built out of much heavier stock. 
Because new davits were to be added later , sufficient area had 
to be left to accommodate one of the davit backing plates 
directly beside the propane locker. Once this was done, the 
110-AC compressor shelf could be constructed in place. 

5. As for the drive, the space allotted and its 
pos:mcm were critical because the ....,11'"I''-H,...

also housed the batteries and much 
,,6..B a the drive condenser mounting 

capable of 
had 

6. Then had to be installed in the proper 
order and tested before the final assembly. 
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Ship's Store regularly highlights items that members 
would like to purchase or sell, as well as product news of 
particular interest to Tayana owners. Listings in this 
column are free to TOG members and will be carriedfor two 
issues (unless we hear that an item has already been bought 
or sold). Non-members may place an advertisement for $1 O. 
We do not accept advertisingfrom commercial businesses. 
Writelcall TOG, P. O. Box 213, Mt. Vernon, VA 22121-0213, 
(703) 799-4422 to place your item. 

ALLEGIANCE, a 1986, aft cockpit, V-42 (hull #122) is 
and Celeste Broomfield. She is in beautiful 

9797. 

covers, and lots of varnish. The has been reduced to 
$65,000, but any reasonable offer will be seriOUSly 
ered. lVVl",,;u;;;;U JU!1l 

one you can afford to buy. 
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hull #437), Richard 
buy 

maint,lin, rather than 

71 

QUEST(f-37, huU#349) has ausedNeil Pryde main sail 
and a propeller for sale. The sail (in very good condition) was 
used on Isomat spars and the dimensions are: luff-43'6", 
leech-45' 9", and foot -15' 2" . It has two jiffy reefing points, a 
Cunningham cringle, and leech line. The prop is a left-hand 
tumingtbreeblade(17" x 9") and is ideal for the Perkins 4-108 
engine with a transmission that has a reduction ratio of 
between 1. 8 and 2. 1 to 1. Carlisle in 
Atlanta, GA at (404) 458-9832. 

WAYWARD, aT-37 built in 1985 and ownedbyTim and 
Christina Akers, is for sale. It ism excellent condition having 
cnlised the Bahamas, Florida and the Keys, and Yucatan, 
Mexico. The boat is locatedinFt. Lauderdale,FL. Ifmterested, 
please contact the Akers at (305) 767-0878. 

Canada are look
ingfor a Tayana37 with the fuel tank in the bilge 

849-4265. 

Some believe that learning code is «too hard". In 

the lanlj2;waJ2;e 

and maintenance items. 

As we have been away from TOG "home 
Virginia, SOlne ,onrour olraers ]:01 

long time. Have patience, we will be getting them out soon. 
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(T -3 7, hull # 119) "left Fort Myers, FL on 22 July bound for 
Charleston, SC. This is Sheila' 8 first cruise and she is 
learning the job ofF irst Mate as we go. She loves navigation, 
but is still very hesitant to take the 80 we use our Alpha 
autopilot a lot! 

We hadafine sail ovemightto Key West, FL. We called 
A-B Marina when we were 13 miles away. They sounded 
friendly and assured us they had all , their rate 
was $1.20/foot and included electricity. When we arrive~ the 
current was ripping along at about 3-4 knots and the wind was 
ESE 12-14 knots. 
the bow line. Sheila made a great throw right into his handane! 
he promptly threw it back! It took over 20 minutes to convince 
that boy that this was not a that could turn on a 

again! 

come 
our Garmin GPS Sheila went below to watch our 
progress on the GPS and I steered. She 

Keys shoals and it took almost 3 
to Government Cut. What a ride! This is the first time I had 
SPIRIT WIND in these conditions and she is one heck of a 
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tough boat! We made it to Miami Beach Marina having 
traveled 45.8 miles in 10 hours~ through two major galesl 
hurricane! What a day! 

I was able to get a job for two weeks to replenish the 
kitty, so we are still in Miami. Another tropical storm ( Jerry) 
is here and there are more tropical waves on the way. We 
wanted to sail outside to Charleston, but it looks like the I CW, 
if we are going to leave soon." (8/95) 

Paul "We'vejustretumed 
from a one and a half year shakedovvn cruise in the northwest 
Caribbean, visiting Mexico, Belize, Honduras, and Guate
mala. Our inland touring in these countries was as enjoyable 
ascruisingouraft-cockpitV-42, TA TA (hull #70) in coastal 
waters. Plus we had the added adventure of busing through 
Nicaragua for a wonderful two week stay in Costa Rica. At 
presentweareinTarpon Springs,FL, with TA TA on the hard, 
drying out the hull and applying a new barrier coat. We are 
also fe-building the Perkins 4-108, which we've found to be 
too small an engine for this boat. Anyone have any ideas? We 
anticipate beinghere until at least 1 January 1996, completing 
our maintenance items and preparing for Phase II, which will 
take us either to Europe or points south. If anyone would like 
information about what worked well for us and what didn't, 
or about the areas we we'll welcome your calls or 
letters. Temporary address and phone number are: Paul & 
Andrea S/V Ta 800 Chesapeake Drive 

(813)943-9798. (8/95) 

with old Carib 1500 friends and some newfriends. The race 
back to Norfolk was velY different than our dovvn. The 

spl1rmaker a lot. 

wind was behind us most of the way. As usual, we got beat 

it was, we made the in 
and finished first across the line. We made our way from 

"1'r1 (j,nl'1 II" The old engine was 
saltwater invasion. 
only able to run at a maximum of 1500RPM. We've just now 
resolved the issues with Tayana about the engine ... .It was a 
real struggle. The boat has lots of new toys and improve-
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ments on it. Dan is installing a new notebook computer aboard 
with a new Windows 95 navigation program called Navtrak. 
We have expanded the lazarette, which has tripled the deck 
storage. Suzy has some new lockers for her pots and pans and 
new halogen lighting in the salon. We hope our 4000 mile sea 
trial has exposed all the little problems and headaches, and 
now we can just maintain instead of rebuild. 

We have sold our house, moved into an apartment in 
Dayton with great furniture storage, ana sold or gave away 
everything else. Our old boat finally sold in May, so we are 
reducing the number of "keys" and responsibilities in our 
lives. Makes you kinda wonder why we bought all this stuff 
to begin with. 

Our plans are to sail back to the Caribbean in the 
Caribbean 1500 on 29 October. We will leave Annapolis after 
the Annapolis Sailboat Show, the second week of October 
and sail to Salt Ponds in Hampton Roads, VA to prepare for 
the Rally. We plan to stay in Tortolafor a week and then sail 
nonstop to Trinidad, hopefully to see our old friends in mid
November. We will gunkbole north from there back through 
the Windwards, sailing with, not against the wind. This year 
we plan to sail, visit places, and enjoy our friends." (8/95) 

JHnanc16IonIlreJ~mm~ner 

MN 

Kemah,TX 
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The Boat Owners Association of the United States 
(BOATJU.S.) Foundation for Boating Safety is pleased to 
announce the start ofthe 1996 Grassroots Grants period. As 
in previous years, any amount up to $5,000 win be available 
to the Tayana Owners Group or similar organizations. Ex
amples of previous grant awards include: 1) erect signs 
encouraging boaters to take a safe boating course~ 2) produce 
a coloring book for children on water and boating safety; 3) 
purchase racks to hold free boating safety literature to be 
placed in local marinas; and 4) purchase and distribute tee
shirts to children seen wearing a life jacket. Jfyou have any 
ideas for a special educational program, event, or campaign 
to promote boating safety, please submitthem to TOG before 
1 November 1995. A wards will be announced in early January. 

AcomplimentaryBOATJU.S. membership will be pro
vided to anyone age 18 and older who a boating 
safety course approved by the National Association of State 
Boating Law Administrators by 1 1996. Graduates 

Coast Guard 
Auxiliary, U.S. Power SQlladrol1ls, 
courses need only send a copy of their course cornpletlcm 
certificate to BOATJU.S. 880 South Pickett 

which can be obtained from the course instructor or 
bycallingBOATID.S. at (703) 461-2866. 

a time of the 
"'''''".,''' v .... " 'r.,,,,,,"" "'''''' ,,."""'O'''' win be here soon. BOAT I 

U.S. advises boaters to prepare their vessels now be 
daInaf~e next 

4877. 
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Maurice Beauvis writes, "Cris and I sail ourT -37, SEA 
CHANGE(hul1#549) out ofEmeryville on San FranciscoBay. 
Weather here has been perfect lately. I just installed an 
Autohelm 4000 on SEA CHANGE. Once I took all the slack out 
of the steering cable the rascal works perfectly. It is very 
impressive. We get quite a tidal rip here with a 6+ knot flow 
in and out ofthe gate with 25-30 knot winds common. This 
little guy on the wheel reacts quickly and does the job. I 
haven't tested it on the big stuff like the 10+ footers outside, 
but I have a Fleming Vane for that. Anyway it is excellent on 
San Francisco Bay." 

Richard Bennett shares the fol1owingfromPANGAEA 
(T-37,hull#474). "My bilge pump switch fail ed to tum on and 
considerable water accumulated in the The source of 
the water was unidentified ofleakage 
anywhere. 
water and "'latching for hull leaks at a boat there were 
none. The stern tube was removed and a device fabricated to 

bearings. The new, "ultra" seems to 
have no shortcomings and looks to be worth its price. 

A side benefit of the high water in the bilge was to wash 
out all the teak shavings, wire ties, and other manufacturing 
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debris from around the tank in the bilge. All this junk clogged 
the intake strainers of both the engine and electric pumps 
stopping the pump-out action and bringing on another SSS 
attack. Both strainer screens were found to be corroded and 
new ones had to be fabricated. I also replaced all the vented 
loops. The manual bilge pump worked well, but even better 
after disassembly, cleaning, reassembly, and tightening the 
screws that had allowed a minor air leak due to the set the 
diaphragm rubber had taken. All hoses were tightened and 
the head hoses replaced. 

The search for the hidden leak took six months, two 
trips to the boat yard, two surveyors, the importer, the 
designer, advice from everybody, a complete inspection of 
the whole boat. And, yes, there was a lot of money involved, 
but a lot of good was done, too." 

Richard also offers, "Zincs are available to replace the 
Taiwan B-2 ZAP zincs at Inc. and are available by 

alll:10st arlVVllhere The size and bolt holes of the 
ZHC-3 are identical to those of the B-2 ZAP and the 

same sensible constlllction is used with marine grade alumi
lLU,;l'~QQ.,UV.Li:)t't;;;t;;;!. as used in the B-2 ZAP. 

397-6076. The 

the cost." 

Brian and Deborah Brooks at488 
Sault Ste. ,-<A<,UAV., "-,,.al,""'''.''''' 

bedded in? and has anyone tried to consolidate the number 
of them with back-pressure problems in the ex
haust (identified on the mechnical survey as caused 
by undersized exhaust hoses--is this credible?), recommended 
prop size and pitch (existing one is vastly undersized--needs 
3,800 rpm to drive 6 knots), replacing fuel and possible water 
tanks (fuel tank tabbing to the hull has parted; welds on water 
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tanks are suspicious), adding wind vane steering, replacing 
cracked lexan port lights (those narrow fixed ones forward in 
the main salon), wiring ( does anyone have awiring diagram?), 
etc. etc. 

Maybe there are some V-42 gurus, who have "been 
there" and wouldn't mind holding our hand through this." 
Please call (705) 949-0153 orfax (705) 949-4186 duringthe day 
or call (705) 942-2214intheevening. 

After a full year's crusing experience in the Bahamas, 
John Kraft on THE CHANCE comments on several items. 
"On an 12 volt equipment, use male to female connectors on 
negative wire andreverse--female to male--on positive wire to 
avoid connecting (+ ) to (-) in the future." 

"On our Tayana 37, a piece of Keyway Stock 3/16 x 3/ 
16 x approximately 3/8 inches can render the steering wheel 
inoperable, so we carry a foot of Keyway Stock with us." 

"As far as I'm concerned, they are a total waste! If you 
can a Man Overboard Module (M.O.M.)" 

"The threads on our sink drain in the head rusted 
through. The 

and 
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two years in New Orleans doing a complete re-fit on TA TA, 
their V-42, hull #70. "The original fiberglass fuel tanks were 
wicking out fuel, so we pulled everything out of our engine 
room, cut outthe old fuel tanks, built and installed new 5052 
aluminum tanks, and put it all back together will lots of custom 
touches. Out engine is under the galley with the fuel 
tanks outboard of the engine on each side." 

Andrea continues, TAT A's re-fit "included a complete 
re-rigandupgradefromthestandardrigandsailinghardware, 
removing the jumper strut, and angling the bottom ofthe mast, 
which has all made a tremendous difference in our sailing 
performance. Other custom touches were added, like all our 
lines lead aft to the cockpit, and our mainsail reefing system 
is done completely from the cockpit. This sure makes it easy 
for the one on watch. In addition to the above, we rebuilt the 
stern pulpit to accommodate the Monitor Wind Vane, and 
poles for the Wind Bugger and Radar." 

"Paul built a custom refrigeration system with 12 volt 
holding plates (one for freezer side and one for refrigeration 
side) that works off thermostats. Our refrigeration system 
required less attention and seemed to work better than 
anyone else's that we met, has no ups and 

and even keeps ice cream forzen HARD!" 

Continued on page 80 
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By Emanuel Wirfel 

When we last heard from Emanuel and Helgard 
Wirfel onboard ADELANTE (1'-37, hull #361), they re
lated their experiences in Israel, Cyprus, and Turkey (see 
the Fall 1994 issue of TOG News #64). The enclosed sum
mary of their 1994 happenings is a continuation of their 
travels in the Mediterranean. 

"Actually, 1994 was the year whenADELANTE came 
in second in miles travelled, compared to our trusted Audi. 
This is a direct result of the fact that the sailing season in the 
Mediterranean is rather short, just about May through Sep
tember for those of us who to up with spray in our 
faces only as long as the water is warm and the air is balmy. 
(Shows you what a few years tropics will do 
to your hardiness!) Our on in 
mid-January after a great holiday with family and friends in 
Tennessee, took us to Antwerp. This venerable center of 
commerce, science, and the arts, fi""ll- "''''' In ~u.., ... the wC'rlq)la,(~e 
of Rubens and the Flemish school of painters, 3.s well as home 
of the world's first full scale publishing/printing house, but 

U2tns:aWmtlc over Mediter-

irreversible 
shift in economic stn;mmth from southern to central and 

After three weeks in lie]nmmv mcmomg call1vru;sl11ur 
the Duesseldorfboat 
we set out for sunny While we still encountered lots 
of rain and even a little snow the south of 

wen(llmg our way criss-cross back 
evemulalliv the French border on 

olive groves of AnC1alUSla, over the 
Mancha and in and out of the stark Iberian 

we did all the famous architectural landmarks: the Roman 
Me:f1Q;a~ the 

tery-palace andburial place of the Spanish monarchs; and the 
magnificent fortress the Middle 
Ages to the Spanish Civil War. But what we most enjoyed 
were the small towns bustling with life, yet each showing off 
their proud history. Throughout all this we stopped every 
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night in a succession of medieval castles, renaissance pal
aces, and hilltop monasteries, all lovingly restored and con
verted into comfortable hotels referred to as "National 
Paradores" (normally quite expensive, but bya stroke ofluck 
madeaffordableviaapromotionalprogramofferinghalfprice 
to seniors). I think you can understand why we ended up 
having to hurry across northern Italy to catch the car ferry we 
had booked from Venice to take us back to ADELANTE in 
Turkey. 

The three-day ferry trip to Turkey was uneventful. Of 
course, there was some work to be done to get ready for 
sailing, but before leaving Antalya, we made several side trips 
into Turkey itself to Istanbul with its magnificent heritage of 
the Ottoman empire and its bridges across the Bosporus 
joining Europe and Asia~ to Ephesus with its archeological 
remnants ofan entire Roman city, complete with market stalls, 
library, andpuhlic lavatory; to Pammukalewith its fairy castle
like calcium deposits resulting from hot mineral springs~ to 
Konya, the home of the mystic order of the whirling der
vishes~ to Cappadocia, where volcanic ash deposits hun
dreds of feet thick produced a rock so easy to carve that 
scores of hermit monks dug out caves to live in and churches 
+"'"",i-h,"'.""nft,"lT"i-r''''''''''",''..... and where early Christian commu-
nities built entire cities to escape persecution 

who had carried the banner of Islam into Asia 
Minor in the 8th to Anamur Castle on a peninsula 

state so well fortified in the Taurus mountains that even 
Alexander the Great with his mighty army decided to bypass 
rather than lay to their "eagles nest". 

And then it was time to raise sail and set out on a cruise 
of the eastern with the Grecian Islands our 

where once the Colossus of Rhodes ' feet were planted in such 
wav tI1~at ~;h1t)s had to sail between them as they entered the 

the tourist information office well stocked with 
11teratllfe, the tavern food quite tasty (although generally 
afloat in olive oil), the local wines excellent, and the little 
colony of cruising boats congenial, so we were quite tempted 

stay than the week we except for the fact that 
northwest winds in the Aegean, which we knew would be 
right on our nose, would increase in strength as spring turned 
into summer. 
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We found the islands in the Aegean Sea rather 
uninspiring, mostly base and dry, with very fewgood anchor
ages, so we stopped only on Kos in the Dodecanese group 
and on Siros in the Cyclades before reaching the Greek 
mainland. We tied up at Kalamaki, just a few miles from 
Athens, which had been on our itinerary from the beginning. 
We had great expectations, but were quickly disappointed. It 
is a sprawling city with unattractive modern buildings, mur
derous traffic, and terrible air pollution. The "old town" is a 
collection oftourist traps. F orthe lay visitor , the famous sites 
of ancient Greece struck us as sadly neglected, including the 
Acropolis. The result is that from slabs of stone and broken 
columns lying about on the ground, one cannot get an 
impression of what these buildings looked like their glory 
days. In fact, we found the Greek sites in Turkey to have been 
generally better preserved than in Greece itself. One day was 
all we needed. We found Piraeus, the harbor town of Athens, 
to be more attractive and cleaner and we explored it more 
thoroughly byway of a search for some hardware we needed 
for boat repairs. 

After leaving the Athens area, we ran into the worst 
weather we had all year. The forecast had been favorable, so 
we steamed right on to the Corinth Canal, but by the time we 
arrived, the head wind was 35 knots and it was getting 
late in the with no alternate to spend the 
night, so we had to continue through the canal. Just as we 
came out on the west side of the 
because of air in the fuel line. 
way off the shore. I the fuel filter bled and the engine 

but decided not to risk into Corinth 

reasonable cost. 

we sut)Se~Cimmtlly 
From Corfu we sailed across the mouth of the 

Adriatic Sea and made landfall on Italy at Santa Maria di 
at ofthe Italian "boot". Not much more 
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than a little fishing village, the place nevertheless offered a 
welcoming anchorage and our first plate of real Italian pasta. 
From there we went on to Callipoli, where we formally checked 
in, although it was extremely informal and the only time we 
saw an Italian official. Yachts flying a foreign flag seem to 
have the run of the place in Italy. 

Having arrived in Italy , we immediately began a serious 
search for a marina where Helgardand the boat would be safe 
while I went hack to Turkey for the car. We found Sticha place 
in Sibari (at the instep ofthe "boot"). In fact, we decided to 
leave the boat there for the winter, as the place is secure, well 
run, and sufficiently away from the major centers so they 
charge rather reasonable prices for Mediterranean standards 
to attract customers. 

However, we wanted to do some cruising during the 
hottest part of the year, so we decided on a circumnavigation 
of Sicily , which turned outto have quite afewthings to offer. 
The geographical position of the island made it not only a. 
desirable base from which to control trade and shipping in the 
Mediterranean, but also the target of choice for would-be 
invaders who wanted to gain a foothold on the southern 
shore of Europe. Hence there are remains 
Arab, and Norman castles, palaces, and tenlpl(~s 
Following the coastline is 
-every promontory has the ruins of a castle sitting on it. Even 

there are documented 

hat'bOr"s. which were 1~'",;,r9lr191hl!'T with 
motor boats. 

for 
where we anchored in the .l"t5>1l'l1'01'· nT ',n", h .... ~·k""·,. ,,,,,1!- n."ln"u1ttlO 

castle and had the best Pizza ever at one of the waterfront 
trattonas~ 1\/11'111141""'9110 where we visited the 1'.ln,rfl"l':'11"l V."""A1L."'''', 

church with every square inch of 
mc:recubJ,y detailed stone and 
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Continued from page 77 

By the end of August it was time to think about putting 
the boat to bed for the fall and winter? as the weather gets 
unsettled and every time a front passes the winds 
become unpredictable. One of these fronts caught us, con
"incing us thatfall in the Mediterranean would be better spent 
travelling by car. Capitalizing on the ready availability of car 
ferry service, we put Sardinia and Corsica at the head of the 
itinerary, confirming that out -of-the-wayplaces are the most 
enjoyable to visit. 

Sardinia, which is Italian, welcomed us with gentle 
rolling hills, quaint little and friendly 
people. The very first evening, at a small local 

with our meat, and the cook was so of her 
batch of wild forest mushrooms that she had to show them to 

and smen them before they were 
some real folk 

Italian mainland and hence not prone volcanic 
earth tremors. Otherwise very little is known about this 

HAL,auvu, as later mined these 
edifices for any artifacts that could be melted down and 

Also of interest was the fact that Sardinia still has large 

up to the first set of branches every to supply this 
-material, apparently without suffering any ill effect from this 
treatment. We found, though, that dense woods survived 
only in the poorly accessible interior of the island, while the 
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coastal regions were completely denuded of trees, and as a 
result of soil erosion nothing but low scrub has grown back. 
We are told this ecological disaster happened around the turn 
ofthe century when Italy, having no coal deposits of its own, 
used these woods for charcoal to fuel its belated version of 
the industrial revolution. 

Corsica, on the other hand, having been a French 
territory for the past couple of centuries, is densely wooded 
everywhere except for the rocky peaks above the timberline. 
In spite of the close proximity to Sardinia--no more than half 
an hour's ride--Corsica is very different geologically, 
with mountains over 8,500 feet high. The guidebooks call it 
"a chunk of the in the middle of the Tyrrhenian Sea". 
Entrusting ourselves to some very narrow roads, we drove for 
days through awesome mountain scenery, staying overnight 
in tiny villages precariously clinging to steep slopes, always 
'with a stone church tower in the middle. The shoreline is also 

rocky peninsu
many of which are even more photogenic for their bright 
cOlonng. Here almost carries a round 

within sight of each other so that the seaside 
cornmlull1tle:s, which were not could be 

smoke signals. 
we could not have been to Corsica without visiting Ajaccio, 

Na1:)OlE~on l:)onaJ>art:e. We endedup enjoying 
Corsica more than Sardinia. 

when economic health forced them to 
many other and 
reconstruction and new on, sure 
indicators that the differences between the "old" and the 
"new" German states will soon be erased. 
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I I 
By Don and Honey Costa 

When Don (K04JP) Costa gave up full-
time cruising, they bought a home on a deep water canal so 
HONEY TOO (F-37, hull #207) would be available for 
cruises to more local waters. Since moving to SW Florida, 
they have sailed to the Bahamas, Guatemala, Belize, and 
Mexico. Through all that, Cuba lay as an enigma only 225 
miles south of their home dock. Their heartwarming story 
follows. 

"We knew it was inevitable that we would voyage to 
Cuba. Phone calls to the State Department and US Customs 
revealed that while a US passport is valid for travel to Cuba, 
Treasury Department regulations forbid the spending of US 
currency there--a Catch 22. And yet in the spring of 1994, a 
regatta from Sarasota to Havana was held. We rationalized 
that if eighty boats could do this, why not us. Clearly, a weU 
provisioned boat could make the case that no money was 
spent in the country. Finally, in December 1994, we screwed 
up enough courage and sailed to Havana. 

We arrived at Marina Hemingway, which is about eight 
miles west of Havana Harbor , after a brisk 36-hour sail from 
our home dock. We were subjected to a seemingly endless 

onlCl,~US: ImmlJ~at101tl, 'U""~jl"""" HY.r'\ftt.C>Y-:I customs, 
nnV:SlC12111. All 

·F .. "'<" .... rllh,,"'\-H-ir"' .. ""I,, The marina is 
a series of canals and boats up fore and aft the 
canals. There is water and US cornp2ltlble eJlec1tnc:1tv 

as well as stores, 

don't want in those services. we met no 
one who was with their economic Commu-
nism and the Cuban version of revolutionary socialism just 
does not work! 
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Cubans of aU occupations earn roughly $4.00 to $8.00 
a month. Housing is free and the basic food ration is practically 
free. Notwithstanding, food is in short supply and the people 
spend aU of their income and expend considerable energy 
outside their workplace in efforts to supplement their rations. 
The clothing ration is infinitesimal and clothing is almost 
impossible to come by outside of Havana. Other than a few 
pitiful buses in Havana, the transportation system is in 
shambles. Through aU of this they remain a happy, highly 
family-oriented society, in spite ofthe constant intimidation 
by all levels of authority. The essential good nature of the 
people and the total control of the regime lead us to believe that 
Fidel Castro will rule Cuba for as long as he sees fit and that 
the system in Cuba will evolve along the lines of the Chinese 
model, rather than through violent revolution. 

We our first visit so we returned for a 
seven week visit in April-May this year. 

We cleared US customs on both occasions from our 
home dock with no difficulties whatsoever. We recommend a 
cruise to Cuba and """ .. "f-", •. ", h1 to return." 
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Continued from page 75 

Gil owner of RUNNING hull 
# 1 (H), discovered a problem in the steering system ofills boat 
that was difficult to diagnos and caused the failure ofan auto 
pilot AutoHelm 4000 linear drive, which is a tough unit. He 
describes, "The wheel seemed a little hard to turn. I bought 
the boat from the original owner, who had never sailed any 
further than Cata1ina~ the log only showed 2000 miles, so the 
boat was lightly used. 
normal, but after a few sail:;, I came to the conclusion that it 
was not. Thus I started to serach for the I discon-
nected the double cables laid in conduits to the 
qmKlnmt, turned the rudder back and and deemed it 
normal. Then I started to think the cables 
bind in them. The tnouRilt OJt replalClt:lg 

some kind of 

back and forth to spread the lube. After afew sails, I concluded 
that this had no effect and started looking at the binnacle. I 
removed the compass and the shift-throttle levers to get down 
to the chain and sprocket. Not seeing anything wrong inside 
the binnacle, I started thinking new cables. I was just about to 
put the binnacle back together and took one more look. I 
moved the wheel very slightly back and forth and noticed one 
ofthe bushings moved very slightly. After disconnecting the 
quadrant again, I tried to remove the shaft that holds the 
steering wheel and found that I could not get the bushing off 
the shaft. The bushing is made from some fiber material that 
had shrunk so much that it cracked. I had to remove the shaft 
and biishing as one unit. When I tried to pull it off, I had use 

The bushing was like a brake that was on 
makllilg h;ancl stl~ermg ""'lULLA'V'''''''''. and causing the 

sPI'oclk:ets. I made two new 
bw;hlJl1g8 our or porous bronze and now I can steer vvith one 

Schuler, Stan & Marilyn 
1198 Navigator Drive #144 
Ventura, CA 93001 
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